GMP synthetase, a member of the glutamine amidotransferase family of enzymes catalyses the substitution of the C2 oxo-group of the purine base in XMP with an amino-group generating GMP, the last step in the biosynthesis of GMP. This seemingly simple reaction involves a complex series of catalytic events that include hydrolysis of the side chain of Gln generating ammonia in the glutamine amidotransferase domain (GATase), activation of XMP through generation of adenyl-XMP intermediate in the ATP pyrophosphatase domain (ATPPase) and tunnelling of ammonia from the GATase to the ATPPase domain where it reacts with the intermediate generating GMP. The catalytic events across the two domains are highly coordinated, resulting in an enzymatic machinery that functions without wastage of either ATP or Gln. Herein, we have taken recourse to the analysis of structures and sequences of GMP synthetases, site-directed mutagenesis and enzymatic assays on the Plasmodium falciparum enzyme to decipher the molecular basis of domain coordination. Our studies show that residues on three helices at the domain interface are crucial for interdomain crosstalk.
Introduction
Glutamine amidotransferases (GATs) are enzymes that operate in different biosynthetic pathways where they catalyse the replacement of an oxo group with an amino group. To achieve this chemical change, GATs have evolved as enzymes with modular catalytic units with each unit comprised of a domain or subunit catalysing a specific reaction [1] [2] [3] . In general, the reaction catalysed by GATs involves the hydrolysis of the amide side chain of Gln by the glutamine amidotransferase (GATase) domain generating ammonia followed by amination of the acceptor molecule in the acceptor domain. The latter reaction is often facilitated by the formation of a metastable adenylated/phosphorylated intermediate using ATP as the adenyl/phosphate donor. The ammonia generated by Gln hydrolysis is tunnelled to the acceptor domain where it attacks the activated acceptor leading to the formation of the aminated product [4] [5] [6] . Despite the evolution of a tunnelling mechanism, in vitro assays have shown that most GATs also utilize externally available ammonia, a reaction that may not be physiologically relevant [1, 2] . The catalytic events occurring in the two domains are coordinated to ensure product formation and that the utilization of neither Gln nor ATP is futile. Moreover, hydrolysis of Gln is under stringent regulation as the GATase is active only when the acceptor domain is primed to receive ammonia [3, 7, 8] . A design involving intricate organization of the two domains enables allosteric activation of the GATase domain, coordination of the catalytic events and ammonia tunnelling in all GATs. The reactions catalysed by GATs are indispensable for various cellular functions, and hence, many GATs are being pursued as drug targets against cancer, infectious pathogens and towards development of herbicides [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
GATs are classified largely into class I or II based on the fold of the GATase domain [14] . The GATase domain in class I or triad GATs consists of an α/β hydrolase fold and a catalytic triad of Cys, His and Glu residues [15] . Among the nine triad GATs reported till date, crystal structures for eight enzymes are available [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . From these structures, it is clear that variations in ammonia tunnelling mechanisms exist. Whereas, preformed conduits for tunnelling ammonia are seen in some, in other cases tunnel is evident upon substrate binding [7, 9, 20] . Examples of triad GATs in whose structures a tunnel cannot be visualized are also present [25] . 2-amino-2-desoxyisochorismate synthase and CTP synthetase are triad GATs that show a difference in the relative orientation of the two domains upon ligand binding [20, 26] . In most of the available crystal structures of GMP synthetase (GMPS), another triad GAT, the catalytic pocket in the acceptor and GATase domains are exposed to the aqueous environment ( Fig. 1a) . Also, the crystal structures do not reveal an ammonia tunnel connecting the two active sites [22, 27] . Regardless of the distal arrangement of active sites and the absence of a tunnel, biochemical studies provide evidence for regulation of GATase activity by the binding of substrates to the acceptor domain and ammonia tunnelling [28, 29] . Our recent crystal structure of P. falciparum GMPS (PfGMPS) has revealed that an 85° rotation of the GATase domain ( Fig. 1b ) underlies coupling of activity across the two catalytic pockets and ammonia tunnelling [30] .
The functioning of PfGMPS has been addressed by biochemical experiments and crystal structures [28] [29] [30] . The enzyme catalyses the conversion of XMP to GMP with the catalytic event in the acceptor domain (ATP pyrophosphatase domain (ATPPase)) being the synthesis of adenyl-XMP intermediate from ATP.Mg 2+ and XMP (Fig. 2) . The ammonia generated in the GATase domain by the hydrolysis of Gln is tunnelled to the ATPPase domain where it attacks the adenyl-XMP intermediate generating GMP [29] . Unlike other GMP synthetases, PfGMPS is unique in displaying a basal GATase activity even when substrates are not bound to the ATPPase domain [28] . The binding of substrates to the ATPPase domain creates a high-affinity Gln-binding pocket leading to a lowering of the Km(app) value for Gln by 360-fold along with upregulation of GATase activity by 8-12 fold [30] . Apart from information flow from the ATPPase towards the GATase domain, the inhibition of ammonia dependent GMP formation by Gln binding to a GATase inactive PfGMPS_C89A mutant suggests bidirectional interdomain crosstalk in PfGMPS [29] . Using the 85° GATase domain-rotated structure, the path traversed in achieving this domain reorganization was reconstructed. This revealed that coupling of the active sites through a tunnel is possible at an intermediate state of GATase rotation, thus resolving the mechanism of ammonia transfer [30] .
Despite these studies, a comprehensive understanding of the molecular mechanism of GATase activation as well as the coordination of the two active site chemistries is lacking in GMP synthetases. Towards this end, we analyzed the sequence and structural motifs at the GATase-ATPPase interface across all available structures of GMP synthetases and validated our observations by performing assays on site-directed mutants of PfGMPS, which reported on the activity of the individual domains as well as GMP formation. Further, by identifying residues in the ATPPase domain involved in catalysing the formation of adenyl-XMP intermediate and tracing their connectivity with residues that mediate domain crosstalk, we present the molecular basis of active site synchronization for the first time. We have also attempted to understand the functional implications of the obligate dimeric nature of GMP synthetases from prokaryotes and parasitic protozoa, including PfGMPS, a feature distinct from most eukaryotic homologs that are monomers.
Results and discussion
Crystal structures of PfGMPS and other available GMP synthetases were examined to identify residues involved in domain crosstalk and catalysis in the ATPPase pocket. The findings from the analysis of the structures and sequence conservation are detailed in the section below. These observations were validated by generating eighteen site-directed mutants of PfGMPS and subjecting them to a series of enzymatic assays. The mutants of PfGMPS were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified to greater than 95% homogeneity ( Fig. S1 ). The lack of any significant difference in the far-UV circular dichroism spectra of the wild type (WT) and mutants confirmed that the overall secondary structure was largely retained ( Fig. S1 ). Further, similar to PfGMPS, the mutants were dimers on size-exclusion chromatography, indicating no significant perturbation in quaternary assembly (Fig. S1 ). The mutants were then subjected to enzymatic assays to assign the role of the mutated residue to one or more steps in the catalytic conversion of XMP to GMP. The enzymatic function of GMPS can be split into three key steps; adenyl-XMP formation in the ATPPase domain, activation of GATase domain to enable Gln hydrolysis and GMP synthesis using either Gln or NH4Cl as nitrogen source with the former entailing ammonia tunnelling (Fig. S1 ). The kinetic parameters for GMP synthesis for the WT and mutant enzymes were determined by steady-state assays using Gln and NH4Cl as the nitrogen source. The rate (k') of adenyl-XMP formation was measured with ATP.Mg 2+ and XMP as substrates using a stopped-flow spectrophotometer, in the absence of an ammonia source. The formation of the intermediate results in a single-phase exponential drop in absorbance at 290 nm and the derived value of the exponential phase rate constant, k' reports on the ability of the enzyme to synthesize the intermediate. The enhanced rates of hydrolysis of Gln due to allosteric activation of the GATase domain by the binding of substrates to the ATPPase domain were measured using Lglutamate dehydrogenase as the coupling enzyme to detect the liberated glutamate. As activation of glutaminase domain is a measure of ligand binding to the ATPPase domain, we have used this coupled enzyme assay to determine ATP.Mg 2+ and XMP binding affinities (Kd values) of mutants that are inactive in GMP formation but showed at least 40% GATase activation. The results of these experiments are discussed in the following sections.
Highly conserved salt bridges are part of interdomain interface in GMPS
Residues that could be involved in domain crosstalk were identified by examining the GATase-ATPPase interface in the nine available GMPS structures and scored for their conservation across GMPS sequences from diverse species covering eukaryotes and prokaryotes (Fig. S2 ). The GATase-ATPPase domain orientation is similar in all GMPS structures except in the Gln-complexed PfGMPS_C89A structure. We refer to the state of the domain rotation in PfGMPS_C89A_Gln complex as the 85° and the others as 0° (Fig. 1 ). The interdomain interface in the 0° GMPS structures is predominantly composed of the Nterminal helix, α1 of the GATase domain and helices α11 and α12 of the ATPPase domain ( Fig. 3a, b ). Alignment of GMPS sequences reveals that the three helices harbour conserved motifs with (K/R)(K/R)XRE (α1 motif), DXXES (α11 motif) and KD(D/E)V(K/R) (α12 motif) being the signature motifs ( Fig. 3a ). The charged residues in the 4 th and 5 th positions of the α1 motif are replaced with Asn in sequences from Plasmodium species. Further, the conserved D/E and K/R substitutions in the α12 motif are limited to sequences from Plasmodium (Fig. S2 ).
The α1-α12 interdomain interactions are largely conserved in all 0° structures of GMPS. The first and the fourth residues of α1 motif ((K/R)(K/R)XRE) form two interdomain salt bridges with the second and third residues of the α12 motif (KD(D/E)V(K/R), respectively, though in Neisseria gonorrhoeae GMPS the distance between the interacting pairs is above 4 Å (Table S1 ). In PfGMPS (PDB ID 3UOW, 4WIM), due to disorder of the side chains, interdomain salt bridges are not directly evident. However, through modelling of missing side chains or structural superposition of protomers from the two structures (3UOW and 4WIM), the atoms involved in salt bridge formation between Lys24 (α1) and Asp412/Asp413 (α12) come within a distance of ≤ 4 Å ( Fig. 3c and Table S1 ). The second salt bridge is absent in PfGMPS as the fourth residue of the α1 motif is an asparagine. Unlike α12, the residues of α11 across the GMPS structures, show varying levels of disorder indicating conformational flexibility of this segment. Also, an interdomain salt bridge involving His20 preceding the α1 motif and Glu374 of α11 motif was observed by superposing two chains of PfGMPS ( Fig. 3c ) [30] . His20 is not conserved across GMPS sequences ( Fig. S2 ) and this salt bridge is absent in all other GMPS structures except in Neisseria gonorrhoeae GMPS where the histidyl residue is replaced by Arg (Table S1 and In the PfGMPS_C89A/Gln structure (PDB ID 4WIO), on account of GATase rotation, a different set of GATase residues interact with residues on α11 and α12 ( Fig. 3d ).
Whereas the side chains of many residues constituting this 85° interface are disordered, an examination of the structure shows that the side chains of the residue pairs Glu213/Lys376 and Lys160/Asp412 could be involved in forming interdomain salt bridges ( Fig. 3e ). It should be noted that while Lys376, a non-conserved residue follows the α11 motif, Asp412 that is invariant is part of the α12 motif. Residues Glu213 and Lys160 are in the GATase domain ( Fig. 3a ) and are not conserved ( Fig. S2 ).
Interdomain interactions in the 0° interface modulate allostery and domain crosstalk
The significance of α1-α12 interactions was investigated in PfGMPS by mutating Lys24 of the α1 motif in the GATase domain and Asp412 as well as Asp413 of the α12 motif in the ATPPase domain. Compared to WT, the mutants K24L, D412A and D413A of PfGMPS showed a common increase in Km(app) value for the substrate glutamine with PfGMPS_D412A
showing the highest (7.9-fold) increase. Regarding kcat, while PfGMPS_K24L showed a drop for Gln (2.6-fold) and NH4Cl (2.3-fold) dependent GMP formation, the values for D412A and D413A mutants of PfGMPS remained unaltered from that of the WT (Table 1 ). The levels of GATase activation by the binding of ligands to the ATPPase domain were reduced by 1.5 to 1.8-fold in the three mutants while the values of k' (rate constant for the formation of adenyl-XMP) were not significantly altered in the PfGMPS mutants K24L and D413A.
PfGMPS_D412A showed a 1.4-fold increase in k' (Fig. 4 ).
Earlier studies have shown that mutation of His20 on α1 impairs enzyme function [30] . Here we show that mutation of Lys24 (α1) or the interacting partners Asp412/Asp413 (α12) results in a reduction in the affinity of the enzyme for Gln. Since GATase activation is enabled by an increase in the affinity of the enzyme for Gln, the increase in Km(app) value for Gln observed upon disrupting the α1-α12 interactions shows the importance of this interdomain crosstalk in GATase activation. Similar to our previous study on PfGMPS_H20A [30] , mutation of Lys24 (α1) also resulted in a reduction in turnover of both Gln and NH4Cl dependent GMP formation. The impairment of even NH4Cl dependent GMP formation highlights the importance of GATase residues in the activity of the ATPPase domain. These results suggest that the two modules have evolved as a single entity to optimize the Gln dependent reaction, which necessitates the coordination of Gln hydrolysis and adenyl-XMP formation. The involvement of α1 in domain crosstalk is supported by experiments on two-subunit type GMPS from Methanocaldococcus jannaschii where the binding of substrate-bound ATPPase subunit induced chemical shift changes in residues on helix α1 as well as the loops containing the catalytic triad of the GATase subunit [31] .
Interdomain interactions in the 85° interface also modulate allostery and domain crosstalk
One of the GATase-ATPPase interdomain salt bridge in the 85° rotated structure of PfGMPS is between Glu213 on a GATase loop and Lys376 on helix α11 (Fig. 3e ). The loop containing Glu213 also harbours His208 and Glu210, two of the catalytic triad residues. Although mutation of Glu213 to Ala and Lys376 to Leu affected the turnover of Gln and NH4Cl dependent GMP formation only marginally, the Km(app) value for Gln was increased by 3.9 and 4.4-fold for the E213A and K376L PfGMPS mutants, respectively (Table 1) . The GATase activation and k' for adenyl-XMP formation were significantly lower in PfGMPS_E213A mutant, however, the changes in K376L were insignificant (Fig. 4 ). The second interdomain salt bridge in the 85° interface is between Asp412 of the α12 motif and Lys160 on the GATase domain. Mutation of Lys160 to Leu did not affect the kinetic parameters (Table 1) nor the levels of GATase activation or the k' for adenyl-XMP formation ( Fig. 4 ). However, as discussed above, mutation of Asp412, which is also involved in interdomain salt bridges in the 0° interface, impairs allosteric activation of the GATase domain.
In the two available 0° PfGMPS structures (PDB IDs 3UOW, 4WIM), the side chain of Glu213 that is ordered in two out of the four chains does not interact with the side chain of Lys376 and is at a distance of 26 Å. Hence, the interdomain interactions between Glu213 and Lys376 become evident only in the GATase rotated state (Fig. 3e ). The impaired affinity for Gln upon mutation of Glu213 and Lys376 and the drop in k' value for adenyl-XMP formation from 184 ± 4 min -1 to 109 ± 6 min -1 in case of the PfGMPS_E213A mutant validates that the rotation of the GATase domain and interactions in the 85° rotated state are integral to allostery and catalysis in the ATPPase domain. Also, corroborating these observations is a study in which through modelling, the GATase active site was placed against the ATPPase active site in E. coli GMPS (EcGMPS). In this structure, the EcGMPS residue His186 (analogous to Glu213 in PfGMPS) forms an interdomain salt bridge with Glu383 on α12.
Mutation of His186 to Ala resulted in an increase in the Km value for Gln by 50-fold and uncoupling of the two reactions [32] Interface helix residues of the ATPPase domain are also involved in catalysis Residues Arg25 on α1, Asp371 on α11, and Lys411 and Lys415 on α12 are either invariant or conservatively replaced but have side chains directed away from the interdomain interface ( Fig. 3a and 5 ). Mutation of Arg25, the second residue of the α1 motif to Leu did not result in any significant change in kinetic properties (Table 1 ). The level of GATase activation was marginally higher than WT and the k' for adenyl-XMP formation remained unchanged ( Fig.   4 ). The almost complete impairment of adenyl-XMP formation upon mutation of Asp371 to Ala in PfGMPS, reported in our previous study, indicates a key catalytic role for this residue on the interface helix α11 [30] . Similarly, mutation of Lys411 on helix α12 to Leu resulted in a complete loss of Gln and NH4Cl dependent GMP formation, arising from the complete absence of adenyl-XMP formation in stopped-flow assays ( Fig. 4 ). However, unlike in PfGMPS_D371A where GATase activation was higher than WT [30] , the 70% drop seen in PfGMPS_K411L indicates that substrate(s) binding is highly compromised. Mutation of Lys415 to Leu did not significantly alter the steady-state kinetic parameters for Gln and NH4Cl dependent GMP formation except the Km(app) value for ATP that was 4.2-fold higher compared to WT and this is reflected in the k' for adenyl-XMP being lower by 2.7-fold (Table 1 and Fig. 4 ). The activation of GATase domain was modestly higher compared to WT ( Fig. 4 ).
The structures of PfGMPS throw light on the possible roles of Asp371 (α11) and
Lys411 (α12) in substrate binding and catalysis of adenyl-XMP formation. Superposition of AMP and PPi from the EcGMPS structure (PDB ID 1GPM) on XMP complexed PfGMPS structure (PDB ID 3UOW) shows that the side chain of Asp371 is placed above the expected location of the adenyl-XMP bond at 6.7 Å from C2 oxygen of xanthine while Lys411 forms a salt bridge with the phosphate of PPi that is distal to AMP (corresponding to γ-phosphate of ATP) (Fig. 5b) . The helix α11 is tilted into the active site in the Gln bound PfGMPS_C89A structure and a further movement of α11 could bring the side chain atoms of Asp371 into interacting distance with the α-phosphate of ATP that is involved in adenyl-XMP formation.
The structural observation of Lys411-PPi interaction is validated by the large drop seen in
GATase activation in PfGMPS_K411L. The highly conserved Lys415 also plays a role in ATP binding as evident from the 4.2-fold increase in Km(app) value for this substrate in PfGMPS_K415L. Although the ζ-amino group of this residue in the PfGMPS structures (PDB IDs 3UOW, 4WIM) is devoid of contacts with ligand or with other residues (Fig. 5b ), in most other GMPS structures the side chain of this residue is involved in H-bonding interactions with main chain atoms of residues lining the ATPPase pocket. This suggests an indirect role for Lys415 in ATP binding.
The lid-loop invariant residues are crucial for adenyl-XMP formation
Apart from Asp371 and Lys411 on the interdomain helices α11 and α12, that protrude into the active site and impact adenyl-XMP formation, the 85° rotated PfGMPS_C89A/Gln structure for the first time provides a comprehensive picture of the ATPPase active site and enables the identification of other residues involved in catalysis [30] . In all the 0° structures of GMP synthetases, a 25-residue long loop connecting α11 with β12, termed the lid-loop, is disordered except in human GMPS where the loop is mapped but away from the ATPPase active site. However, in the PfGMPS_C89A/Gln structure, except for eight intervening residues, the remaining residues of the lid-loop are mapped and positioned in the ATPPase active site (Fig. 6a ). The lid-loop has an invariant motif IK(T/S)HHN (residues 385-390 in PfGMPS) and the side chain nitrogen atoms of Lys386, His388 and His389 from the motif are within 4 Å of AMP phosphate (superposed from EcGMPS) ( Fig. 6b and S2 ).
The residues KTHHN of the invariant motif were mutated to examine their role in adenyl-XMP formation. The mutants of PfGMPS, K386L, H388A and H389A showed very weak activity ranging from 65-fold to 731-fold drop compared to WT for both Gln and NH4Cl dependent GMP formation (Table 2) . Stopped-flow experiments revealed that the rate of adenyl-XMP formation in PfGMPS_H388A was 24-fold lower than WT while the k' values could not be estimated for the mutants PfGMPS_K386L and PfGMPS_H389A as the change in absorbance at 290 nm was below sensitivity of detection ( Fig. 6c ). Whereas the levels of GATase activation in H388A and H389A mutants of PfGMPS were 51 and 43% of the WT, respectively, PfGMPS_K386L showed a large drop to 19 % that is only marginally greater than background basal (without binding of ATP.Mg 2+ and XMP) glutaminase activity of PfGMPS (Fig. 4) . The Kd values for the complex of PfGMPS mutants H388A and H389A with ATP.Mg 2+ and XMP are in the low micromolar range (Table S2) residues that stabilize the transition state. The complete absence of GMP formation in this mutant strongly indicates a role for this residue in facilitating the chemistry involving the reaction of NH3 with adenyl-XMP.
Conserved C-terminal residues from both protomers are involved in XMP binding
The C-terminus of GMP synthetases contains a 13-residue long loop with the highly conserved signature motif KPPXTXE(F/W)X (residues 547-555 in PfGMPS) at its end ( Fig.   3a and S2). The ζ-amino group of Lys547 interacts with the phosphate of XMP (Fig. 7a ). The peptide bonds Lys547-Pro548-Pro549 are in the cis configuration, which, induces a turn in the polypeptide chain and enables the interaction of Glu553 carboxy with ribose 2' hydroxy group. In addition, the α-carboxy of the terminal Glu555 residue forms a salt bridge with guanidino group of Arg336 that in turn interacts with C6 oxygen and the N7 of XMP (Fig.   7a ). Hence, the residues of the C-terminal loop make direct and indirect contacts with XMP.
The conformation of the loop is also restrained by dimer interactions involving H-bonds between the Nη2 of Arg539' (from the neighbouring chain) and backbone CO of both Thr551 and Glu553 (Fig. 7b) .
We probed the role of C-terminal loop residues Lys547, Glu553, Glu555 as well as the importance of the interdimer interactions of Arg539 by mutating them to Leu. The K547L, E553L and R539L mutants of PfGMPS were inactive for Gln and NH4Cl dependent GMP formation while the activity of PfGMPS_E555L was only marginally lower than WT.
The levels of GATase activation in the inactive mutants were 22-26% of the WT and stopped-flow assays revealed that these mutants are inactive for adenyl-XMP formation (Fig.   4 ). The GATase activation in E555L mutant was however similar to WT and the k' for adenyl-XMP synthesis was 1.6-fold lower.
The low levels of GATase activation in PfGMPS mutants R539L, K547L and E553L suggest that ligand binding is weak, which is supported by the complete absence of activity for GMP synthesis even when NH4Cl is used as a source of ammonia. The results validate the crystallographic observations of the interactions of the side chains of these residues with XMP and highlight their critical role in binding this ligand. The results of the E555L mutant indicate that the interactions of the side chain of the terminal Glu residue are unimportant.
The fact that the main chain carboxylate of Glu555 forms a salt bridge with the XMPinteracting Arg336, suggests that any residue may occupy the C-terminal position and this is supported by the non-conserved nature of this residue. The lack of activity of the R539L mutant proves that the interdimer interactions are indispensable for PfGMPS catalysis. Unlike human GMPS and GMPS from higher eukaryotes which possess a 150 residue insertion in the dimerization domain that allows them to function as monomers, GMP synthetases from prokaryotes and certain eukaryotes including P. falciparum are obligate dimers [28, [38] [39] [40] [41] .
The contribution of residues from the neighbouring monomer in substrate binding and catalysis reveals a significant difference in the ATPPase active site of pathogens and the human host. This difference in the ATPPase active site could be exploited in the design of inhibitors targeting GMP synthetases from P. falciparum and other pathogens.
Conclusions
Although nitrogen is one of the abundant elements in an organism, the incorporation of nitrogen into metabolites is not straight forward since this requires the production of a reactive nitrogen atom (with its lone pair of electrons) as well as activation of the metabolite that is to be aminated. In order to exchange as well as sequester ammonia, and protect the activated acceptor, GATs have evolved a design where the two domains are highly intertwined. Although GMP synthetases display an arrangement where the connection between the active sites of the two domains is not readily evident, an 85° rotation of the GATase domain enables the transfer of ammonia. However, the mechanism of interdomain crosstalk leading to GATase activation and coordination of catalytic events was unclear and the investigations reported in this article shed light on these aspects.
The interdomain interactions of many residues residing in the interface helices, α1 of GATase and α11 and α12 of ATPPase, are essential for domain crosstalk. Mutation of these residues impairs allostery, thus establishing that the interface helices are conduits for information exchange. While residues that are involved in interdomain interaction whose mutation impairs allostery are on one face of the helices, the residues on the other face point at the interior of the respective domains. Such residues on ATPPase helices α11 and α12 and the residues on the lid-loop which follows α11, play roles in either substrate binding (α12:
Lys411, lid-loop: Lys386) or in catalysing adenyl-XMP formation (α11: Asp371, Glu374, lid-loop: His388, His389). This establishes that residues on helices α11 and α12 can relay the state of substrate occupancy and/or the formation of adenyl-XMP intermediate to the residues on GATase helix α1. Although mutation of residues Tyr18 [30] and Arg25 that are at either end of helix α1 did not affect catalytic properties, examination of the structure shows connectivity that extends from α1 into the GATase active site. Many residues on α1 pointing into the GATase active site are within 4 Å from residues on the loop harbouring the catalytic His208 and Glu210 (Fig. 5a ). By way of tracing the connectivity of the ATPPase catalytic pocket to the GATase catalytic pocket, these results explain the molecular basis of GATase activation ( Fig. 8 
Materials and methods

Sequence and structure analysis
Protein sequences were retrieved from GenBank and UniProt sequence databases [42, 43] .
The sequence alignment was performed using the MAFFT web server [44] , and the figure was generated using ESPript or the weblogo server [45, 46] . The coordinates of the crystal structures of GMP synthetases were retrieved from RCSB Protein Data Bank [47] . The PDB IDs of the structures of GMPS analyzed are 1GPM (Escherichia coli), 3TQI (Coxiella burnetii), 2YWB and 2YWC (Thermus thermophilus), 5TW7 (Neisseria gonorrhoeae), 2VXO (Homo sapiens), 3UOW, 4WIM and 4WIO (Plasmodium falciparum). PyMOL was used to visualize and superpose structures, and generate figures [48] . H-bonds were identified using a distance cut-off of 3.2 Å between the donor and acceptor atoms. The negatively charged Asp, Glu residues were inferred to be forming a salt bridge with the positively charged Arg, Lys or His if the side chain carboxyl oxygen atoms of either Asp or Glu were within 4 Å of the side chain nitrogen atoms of Arg, His or Lys [49, 50] . The atoms in the positively charged residues were Nζ in Lys; Nε, Nη1, or Nη2 in Arg, and Nδ1 or Nε2 in His.
Every chain in a structure was analyzed independently. The disordered side chains were modelled using Swiss-PDB Viewer [51] . The modelled residues were then energy minimized using GROMOS96 force field implementation of Swiss-PDB Viewer, leaving the rest of the structure in the original conformation.
Site directed mutagenesis
Site-directed mutants of PfGMPS were generated using the pET_PfGMPS expression construct [29] as a template. The mutants were constructed using the protocol outlined in Quikchange II site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent technologies) with minor modifications.
The sequences of the primers used in the PCRs are in Table S3 . Phusion DNA polymerase (Thermo Scientific) was used for the PCRs, and the products were treated with 20 units of DpnI (New England Biolabs) at 37 °C overnight to digest the methylated template DNA. E. coli XL1-Blue competent cells were transformed with the PCR products, and the presence of mutation as well as the absence of errors in the open reading frame was confirmed by sequencing.
Over-expression and purification of PfGMPS WT and mutants
The expression and purification of PfGMPS WT and mutants were performed as described earlier [30] . The WT was expressed using the pQE30_PfGMPS construct [28] in a GMPS knockout E. coli strain AT2465 (λ − , e14−, guaA21, relA1, spoT1 and thiE1) and the mutants were expressed in E. coli BL21-CodonPlus (DE3)-RIL cells transformed with pET_PfGMPS construct. The cells were grown in 4 l of terrific broth supplemented with 100 μg ml -1 ampicillin (WT) or 100 μg ml -1 ampicillin and 34 μg ml -1 chloramphenicol (mutants). freezer. The concentration of the protein was estimated using Bradford's assay [52] .
Circular dichroism measurements
Far-UV circular dichroism spectra were recorded using a J-810 spectropolarimeter (Jasco) using a quartz cell with 1 mm path length. The spectra were recorded from 200 to 260 nm with a bandwidth of 1 nm and a scan speed of 20 nm min -1 . Each spectrum is an average of three scans. The concentration of the protein was 5 µM in a buffer containing 6.7 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 3.3 % (v/v) glycerol, 0.3 mM EDTA and 0.6 mM DTT.
Analytical size-exclusion chromatography
The oligomeric state of the protein was determined using analytical size-exclusion chromatography. An HR 10/30 column packed with Sephadex 300 matrix attached to an ÄKTA basic HPLC system equipped with a UV-900 detector was employed. The column was equilibrated with a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl and calibrated with the protein standards β-amylase, alcohol dehydrogenase, bovine serum albumin, carbonic anhydrase and cytochrome c (Sigma-Aldrich). 100 µl of the protein sample of concentration of 1 mg ml -1 was injected into the column individually and eluted at a flow rate of 0.5 ml min -1 . The eluted proteins were detected by monitoring absorbance at 220 nm.
Enzyme assays
Assay for measuring GMP formation
Gln and NH4Cl dependent GMP synthesis were monitored at 25 °C using a continuous spectrophotometric assay as reported previously [28] . The reduction in absorbance due to the conversion of XMP to GMP was monitored at 290 nm using a Hitachi U2010 spectrophotometer. A ∆ε value of 1500 M -1 cm −1 was used to calculate the concentration of the product formed [53] . The standard assay consisted of 90 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8. 
Assay for GATase activity
GATase activity was measured at 25 °C by estimating the concentration of glutamate formed using L-glutamate dehydrogenase (Sigma-Aldrich) as the coupling enzyme. In the coupled enzyme assay, the glutamate generated by the GATase domain is converted to α-ketoglutarate along with the concomitant reduction of NAD + to NADH. Hence, Glu formed was monitored as an increase in absorbance at 340 nm in a continuous spectrophotometric assay. The concentration of Glu produced was estimated using a ∆ε value of 6220 M -1 cm -1 . A 250 µl reaction mix contained 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 20 mM Gln, 150 µM XMP, 3 mM ATP, 20 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM NAD + , 50 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA and 0.1 mM DTT. The reaction mix was supplemented with an excess of L-glutamate dehydrogenase to ensure that the coupling enzyme was not limiting and the reaction was initiated by adding PfGMPS WT or mutants to a final concentration of 0.31 µM. The activity was expressed as a percentage of the activity of WT. The values from triplicate measurements were used to calculate the mean and SEM. This assay was also used to determine the binding affinities for ATP.Mg 2+ and XMP in mutants that were inactive for GMP formation. However, mutants, which displayed < 40% GATase activation reported poorly in the coupled enzyme assay at low substrate concentrations and hence their binding affinities could not be measured.
Stopped-flow assay
Stopped-flow assay to detect the formation of the adenyl-XMP intermediate was performed as reported previously [30] using an SFM 300 stopped-flow device (BioLogic Science Instruments) equipped with MOS-200/M optics. The one-phase exponential decay in absorbance at 290 nm (A290) corresponding to the formation of adenyl-XMP intermediate was monitored using a 150 W Xe(Hg) lamp as a light source and TC-100/10F cuvette which provides a path length of 1 cm. The total flow rate was 8 ml s -1 , which resulted in a dead time of 3.8 ms. The instrument was controlled using Biokine32 software, version 4.62, which allows accumulation of 8000 data points for each trace. Data were acquired every ms, and traces from three or more shots were averaged. The A290 of the averaged data was normalized to set the initial offset to zero. The normalized A290 was plotted against time and the resulting plots were fitted to equation 1: The two solutions were mixed in a 1:1 ratio at a total flow rate of 8 ml s -1 and the A290 changes were recorded as a function of time. For each mutant, the exponential phase rate constant k' was measured thrice and the k' expressed as mean and SEM. XMP is shown as ball and stick and highlighted residues are shown as sticks. The values are expressed as mean ± SEM of two independent experiments. The fold increase or decrease compared to the value for the WT is indicated by a number followed by an upward or downward arrow, respectively. Only changes ≥ 1.5-fold are indicated. The assay involved monitoring the decrease in absorbance at 290 nm arising from the conversion of XMP to GMP at 25 °C. 2.8, B 3.1, C 2.9 The signature sequence with the numbering corresponding to PfGMPS is mentioned at the top of the table (green). The amino acid sequence of the helices α1, α11 and α12 for every chain analyzed (orange) is mentioned, and the residues corresponding to the signature sequence are underlined. In cases where the side chain of a residue or the entire residue is disordered, the residue is coloured purple. The distance between the salt bridge forming residues in different chains is specified in square brackets. Distances greater than 4.0 Å are highlighted in red. The Kd was determined by measuring GATase activity at various concentrations of either ATP.Mg 2+ or XMP while maintaining the other substrate at fixed saturating concentration which was either 3 mM of ATP.Mg 2+ or 150 µM of XMP. The glutamate produced was estimated using glutamate dehydrogenase as the coupling enzyme. The mean ± SEM of two experiments is reported. Table S3 : Sequences of primers used for site-directed mutagenesis. 
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